ROTARY & FLAT DIE CUTTING SOLUTIONS
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Die Cutting Division
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
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SERRAPID CYLINDER

STRIPPING CYLINDER

SERRAPID STRIPPING

(AHY)

(SQA)

(SAS)

Rotary die cutting cylinder with quick
die change.

Boost Productivity
Reduces total setup time and
dramatically increases production
levels.

Suitable for any existing
machine
Installable on all rotary die cutters,
and allows to interchange dies
between machines from different
OEM’s.

Get Teams Trained Fast
Safety and product training at the
time of installation prepares users

Die cutting cylinder with integrated
cutout eject system.

Improve Quality
Automatically ejects all cutout after
quality.

Suitable for any existing
machine
Installable on all rotary die cutters.

Reduce Costs
Eliminates non-conformities
of orders for cuts attached to

Rotary die cutting cylinder with quick
die change and cutout eject system.

Reduce Costs
Lightens your workload and reduces
labor needs.

Improve Quality
the die surface that results in a
better quality die cutting.

Suitable for any existing machine
Installable on all rotary die cutters.

SRA

ROTARY & FLAT DIE STORAGE
SAS

SRA

SERRANVIL

SERRASTOCK HC

SERRASTOCK LC

(SRA)

(SYA)

(SYB)

Cylinder with nylon ring system for
polyurethane bands.

Height storage system for rotary &

Width storage system for rotating

Improve Quality
Eliminates poor quality cuts and
wrinkles, that result from an uneven
anvil surface.

Maximize Storage Capacity
Increases your onsite die storage
capacity regardless of die shape
or size.

Compact your Die Storage
Increases the density of stored dies,
with the mobile platforms system
on rails.

Reduce Costs
Eliminates the need for anvil
grinding and also increases the
lifespan of your anvil covers and
dies.

Improves Productivity
Speeds the process of die changing
and retrieval so your teams get
more done in less time.

Improve Access to Dies
The sliding support system allows
for easy and convenient access
to any die regardless of storage
position.

Improves Productivity
Pneumatic quick-release clamping
system lets you maintain high
production levels with less effort.

Increase Onsite Safety
Automated movement of dies
eliminates risk of accidents and

Protect Your Assets
The vertical die position allows high
factory safety.

INNOVATIVE WORKFLOW TECHNOLOGY

DIE CUTTING ACCESSORIES

SERRARM

SERRAHANDLE

SERRAJIG

(SXX)

(SXXI)

(AHX)

Die handling system. Can be
integrated with SERRAPID.

Speed up Productivity
Makes dies weightless so they can
be easily manipulated by a single
pair of hands.

SERRAKART

Safety handles for handling dies.

Machine tool to adapt existing dies
to SERRAPID cylinder error free.

Increase Onsite Safety
Allow for secure two-handed
operation and eliminates the risk of
cuts or trapped appendages.

(SKB)

SERRAPID
MAINTENANCE

Ergonomic carriage for the transport
of rotary dies, inks and stereos.

Maintenance case for SERRAPID and
STRIPPING.

Protect Your Existing Investment
Allows you to quickly adapt your
cylinder.

Reduce Cost
It eliminates all errors from the
conversion process and works with
all rotary die dimensions.

Improves Productivity
to the machine, needed to setup
orders in less time.

Protect Your Existing Investment
Full maintenance kit for SERRAPID,
STRIPPING and SERRAPID
STRIPPING cylinders.

Increase Productivity
Accelerates the process of
converting dies for the SERRAPID
cylinder.

INNOVATIVE WORKFLOW TECHNOLOGY

QUALITY
AND EXPERIENCE
Over 1000 companies worldwide count on SERRA’s
innovative industry products to streamline production,
improve quality and reduce costs.

Equipment for die cutting with fast and reliable

Compact designs created especially to increase
productivity and quality results on die cutting.

Responsive and prompt technical support.

All products compatible with all die cutter
machines in the market.

High quality performance results.

Environmentally intelligent technology.

Leader in R&D with our own dedicated team.
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